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Abstract—We examined the effect of demographic factors on the performance of the eleven commercial face biometric systems tested
as part of the 2018 United States Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology Directorate (DHS S&T) Biometric
Technology Rally. Each system that participated in this evaluation was tasked with acquiring face images from a diverse population of
363 subjects in a controlled environment. Biometric performance was assessed using a systematic, repeatable test process measuring
both efficiency (transaction times) and accuracy (mated similarity scores using a leading commercial algorithm). Prior works have
documented differences in biometric algorithm performance across demographic categories and proposed that skin phenotypes offer a
superior explanation for these differences. To test this concept, we developed an automatic method for measuring relative facial skin
reflectance using subjects’ enrollment images and quantified the effect of this metric and other demographic covariates on
performance using linear modeling. Both the efficiency and accuracy of the tested acquisition systems were significantly affected by
multiple demographic covariates including skin reflectance, gender, age, eyewear, and height. Skin reflectance had the strongest net
linear effect on performance. Linear modeling showed that lower (darker) skin reflectance was associated with lower efficiency (higher
transaction times) and accuracy (lower mated similarity scores). Skin reflectance was also a statistically better predictor of these effects
than self-identified race labels. Unlike other covariates, the degree to which skin reflectance altered accuracy varied between systems.
We show that the size of this skin reflectance effect was inversely related to the overall accuracy of the system such that the effect was
almost negligible for the system with the highest overall accuracy. These results suggest that, in evaluations of biometric accuracy, the
magnitude of measured demographic effects depends on image acquisition.
Index Terms—Face Recognition, Demographics, Skin Reflectance, Scenario Testing, Commercial Systems, Acquisition Systems
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I NTRODUCTION

T

HE performance of computer systems in general [1] and
biometric systems in particular [2] has long been known
to be affected by user demographics. Recent advances in
facial recognition algorithms and increases in the adoption
of facial recognition systems, especially in the public sphere,
have renewed the need to understand how this evolving
technology impacts diverse users [3].
Since 2014, the United States Department of Homeland
Security, Science and Technology Directorate (DHS S&T)
has sponsored biometric research and scenario testing at
the Maryland Test Facility (MdTF). As part of this ongoing
work, we have observed that biometric performance can
vary based on subject demographics and behavior [4] [5].
Recently, we carried out a large-scale scenario test, the 2018
Biometric Technology Rally (“Rally”), designed to simulate
a high-throughput security screening/inspection process.
The Rally tested eleven facial recognition systems from
different commercial organizations and measured the efficiency and effectiveness with which participating systems
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acquired and matched face images from a population of
diverse volunteer subjects. Official results of this evaluation
have been presented elsewhere [6]. Here we extend these
results by investigating the effects of collected demographic
covariates and calculated phenotypic measures of skin reflectance on the biometric performance of the evaluated
systems.
Prior work showed that demographic factors, such
as gender, race, age, and ageing could influence the
performance of facial recognition and classification algorithms [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]. Recently, [12] found lower
face gender classification algorithm accuracy for images of
women and people with a darker skin phenotype measured by manually assigning skin types to face photos.
Further, [12] set out a clear rationale for using phenotypic
measures over demographic labels. However, the relationship between skin phenotypes and the performance of face
recognition algorithms has not been investigated and quantitative evidence for the superiority of phenotypes as predictors of biometric performance is lacking. Finally, whether
demographic effects vary across different biometric face
acquisition systems has not been examined. For example,
are all face acquisition systems equal in the magnitude
of performance variations across demographic groups? For
which demographic factors does performance differ more
and for which less? Is the difference in performance between
different demographic groups greater than or less than the
1
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difference in the performance of different systems? This
research investigates these questions.
To understand the factors affecting the performance of
modern commercial face acquisition systems, we examined
images and associated meta data gathered during the Rally
(more details in Sections 2.2 - 2.3). For each acquired sample,
we used a leading commercial algorithm [8] to find the rankone mated similarity score (Section 2.6) against two separate
galleries, a gallery of same-day images and a gallery of up to
4 year old historic images (Section 2.4). We also developed
a new methodology for calculating the relative skin reflectance of each subject using their same-day gallery images
(Section 2.5). Finally, we modeled the statistical relationship between the eleven tested biometric acquisition systems, mated similarity scores, and the collected/calculated
demographic covariates, namely reflectance, gender, race,
eyewear, age, height, and weight (Section 2.7). Our results
show that biometric system performance is strongly affected
by demographic factors, notably skin reflectance, and that
the degree to which these factors affect mated similarity
scores varies across systems.

2
2.1

Fig. 1. Distributions of the demographic variables self-reported by test
subjects. A. Distribution of test subject ages. B. Counts of subjects
identifying with each racial category: (B) Black or African-American; (W)
White; (A) “Asian”; (O) “Other Race”; (AI) “American Indian or Alaska
Native”; (C) “Aboriginal peoples of Canada”; (H) “Native Hawaiian or
other Pacific Islander”. Groups A, O, AI, C, and H are grouped in to
a general “Other” category during analysis. C. Distribution of subject
gender: (F) Female; (M) Male. D. Subject response to whether or not
they wear eyewear: (N) No; (Y) Yes. E-F. Boxplots of subject height and
weight by gender.

M ETHODS
Systems

Eleven commercial organizations participated in the Rally.
To ensure a fair test protocol, Rally systems were required
to fit within a 7 by 8 foot space (“station”) and be capable of capturing face images. All systems were unstaffed
and directed all aspects of subject interaction automatically.
Systems were also required to capture and submit images
before each subject left the station. Outside of these restrictions, participating organizations were free to use any
combination of hardware, software, and human machine interaction methods they thought would meet the goals of the
Rally (99% true identification rate with an average transaction time of 5 seconds or less per test subject). Consequently,
systems tested in this evaluation were notably different in
terms of work-flow, configuration, face camera technology,
and the cybernetics of interaction with the subjects. Goals
for the Rally were set based on previous tests performed at
the MdTF that established baseline industry performance in
similar use cases.
2.2

were intended to perform biometric identifications. They
were asked to comply with all instructions presented by the
systems, but were not specifically instructed regarding the
mechanistic details of the individual systems.
Subjects were organized into treatment groups of ∼15,
which queued at a station. Test subjects entered a station
one-at-a-time after their ground truth identity was recorded
by test staff. The order in which each treatment group used
each system was counterbalanced so every system was used
in each serial position and every system followed every
other system an equal number of times. All systems operated autonomously and were completely unstaffed. Image
submissions were made by each station in real time via a
common web based API (Fig. 2).
2.4

Face Image Galleries

At the start of each test session, subjects were enrolled into a
”same-day” face image gallery by staff trained in biometric
collection. Subjects stood in front of a 18% neutral gray
background. Diffuse illumination was measured at 600-650
lux. Enrollment staff collected a single face image using
a Logitech C920 camera at a 1 meter standoff (resolution:
1920x1080). Staff asked subjects to remove any hats or
glasses and assume a neutral expression. Staff assessed any
image quality issues and re-acquired images when necessary. This resulted in a same-day face image gallery of 363
face samples from 363 unique people.
A ”historic” face image gallery of 1,848 samples from
525 unique people (average of 3.5 images per person) was
assembled. These samples were acquired over the course of
four years using a variety of cameras including digital single
lens reflex (DSLR) cameras, web-cameras, and cameras embedded in biometric devices. The historic gallery contained

Subjects and Sample Size

Rally systems were tested with a demographically diverse
population of 363 volunteer subjects (Fig. 1). All test subjects
consented to participate in the study under an established
Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocol, and most had
volunteered for past test activities at the MdTF. Race, age,
gender, eyewear, height, and weight were self-reported during study enrollment. Race was defined in accordance to the
U.S. Census categories [13].
2.3

2

Test Process

The test process and evaluation was designed to provide a
systematic, repeatable framework for evaluating the acquisition speed and matching performance of arbitrary biometric
systems. Test subjects were briefed as to the purpose of the
scenario test and told that the facial acquisition systems
2
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physical properties of the skin and are proportional to
the amount of incident light reflected from the face. This
is consistent with the technical definition of reflectance.
The methodology for calculating this metric relied on the
specific collection conditions used in this study, namely, the
consistent lighting, the same acquisition camera, and the
constant neutral gray background. This method provided
an estimate of the physical properties of each subject’s skin
obtained on independent samples.
Fig. 2. The test process performed at each test station during the
Rally. Commercial face capture systems (System) were installed within a
dedicated test station (Station). A. Test subjects queued at each station.
B. Test staff established the ground-truth identity of each subject by
scanning a QR code printed on the subject’s wristband. C. Subjects
entered the test station, triggering a beam break (BB1). D. Subjects
interacted with the face capture system, which submitted images (biometric samples) for storage. E. Subjects exited the test station, triggering
a beam break (BB2). The duration of each subject’s interaction with the
system was measured as the difference in time between BB2 and BB1.
The images submitted by each system were used to analyze biometric
performance.

Fig. 3. Process for extracting skin (R, G, B) color values from same-day
enrollment images.

To quantify the variation in skin reflectance across subjects, we performed Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
on the (R, G, B) color values. The first two principal components (PC1 and PC2) explained 96.1% and 3.4% of the
variance in (R, G, B) color values, respectively, collectively
explaining 99.5% of the total color variance. This may be
related to the fact that melanin and hemoglobin are the two
main absorbers of light in skin, with most of the variation
in reflectance across skin types due to melanin [16]. We call
this final metric, namely the position of each test volunteer
along PC1, a measure of their relative skin reflectance1 across
all face enrollment images in our study.
Visualizing the face images in the (PC1, PC2) space
showed that PC1 is strongly related to net skin reflectance.
Fig. 4A shows the space formed by the first two magnitude
normalized PCs (faces of some test volunteers are obscured).
Fig. 4B shows average faces for men and women in our
sample and average faces for people in each skin reflectance
quartile Fig. 4C.

images for 326 of the 363 test subjects that participated in
the evaluation as well as 199 “distractors” or out of gallery
subjects.
2.5

Relative Skin Reflectance

At a basic level, the operation of any facial recognition
algorithm is dependent on the pixel intensities of the provided facial images. The intensity of a pixel of skin in
a digital image of the face is affected by three factors:
physical properties of the skin and underlying tissue (layers,
absorbers, and scattering coefficients), physical properties of
the skin surface (specular reflectance), and imaging artifacts
(incident light intensity, camera gain). Any method seeking
to relate physical properties of the skin to the performance of
facial recognition algorithms must remove the confounding
effects of imaging artifacts.
Our method for achieving this involved obtaining normalized (R, G, B) color values for skin pixels according to
the process in Fig. 3. This method is distinct from using
non-linear color space transformations like CIELab color or
YCbCr that have been previously examined in their utility
for segmenting skin in images [14]. The primary difference is
that the goal is not to measure ”skin color”, a non-linear perceptual phenomenon captured by color spaces optimized for
human perception, but the physical skin properties, which
ideally rely on light intensity measurements at specific
wavelengths. Skin pixels were selected by face finding, circular masking, and outlier removal using methods adapted
from [15]. Because some image artifacts are multiplicative in
nature and we had a constant reference region in the neutral
18% gray background, the average (R, G, B) color values
from these skin pixels could be corrected for artifacts by
divisive normalization using background regions selected
from gray areas around the face. This operation corrects for
camera exposure and incident light intensity, but not for
variation in shadows across the face or specular reflection.
Additionally, it does not correct for camera color balance.
After background correction and outlier removal, the
resulting (R, G, B) values are dependent primarily on the

Fig. 4. A. Faces of test subjects plotted within the normalized color
space obtained by PCA of extracted skin (R, G, B) color values.
Dashed-lines separate color clusters identified using k-means clustering
in the PC1-PC2 space (k=3). Note: faces of some subjects have been
obscured and plotted only as color swatches. B. Eye-aligned average
faces for black males (BM), black females (BF), white males (WM)
and white females (WM). C. Eye-aligned average faces for each skin
reflectance quartile (Q1-Q4).

1. For brevity, we will often use the term “Reflectance” in tables,
figures, equations and captions while the term “Skin Reflectance” is
used in the main text. Both terms denote the relative skin reflectance
measure as calculated per Section 2.5.
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of model parameters k . To find the optimal models, we
first fit the full model with all eleven covariates. We then
applied a step wise procedure in both directions using the
stepAIC() function in the R package MASS. We applied
this procedure to both the historic and same-day average mated similarity scores and average transaction times.
Equation 2, describes a final optimal model with k − 1
covariates selected, for the j th subject.

Mated Similarity Score Analysis

Face images acquired by each system were matched using a
leading commercial biometric algorithm [8] against both the
same-day and historic galleries. The set of mated similarity
scores against the same-day gallery used samples from
all 363 test subjects, while the corresponding set for the
historic gallery used only samples from the 326 test subjects
who had corresponding images in the historic gallery. For
systems s ∈ S returning multiple face images, i ∈ I , mated
similarity scores were examined for the last image acquired,
(i) ∈ I , within the 20 second time interval following the
entry beam-break. The same-day mated similarity score for
subject j ∈ J is denoted Φsd
j,s = φ(i) . For the historic gallery,
which contained i ∈ I gallery images for each subject
j ∈ J , the top mated similarity score Φhist
j,s = maxi∈I φi
was used for statistical analysis. Some systems occasionally
had technical issues or acquired images for individuals in
the background causing them to submit a photo for the next
or previous subject in the queue. We therefore removed any
images for which the rank-one similarity score was higher
than the mated similarity score. This occurred in fewer
than 30 transactions across all systems (i.e. less than 1% of
collected data was affected/removed) and manual review
indicated that most were artifacts introduced during testing.
2.7

4

xj = [x1,j , x2,j , ...xk−1,j ]

β = [β1 , β2 , ...βk−1 ]

(2)

T

Θ̄j = β0 + β xj + j
2.7.2

Bootstrapping for Estimating Confidence Intervals

We assessed the accuracy of model fits through residual
analysis. For all three optimal all-system models, we found
the residuals deviated from normality, with noticeable deviations present in the QQ plots of our response variables
Θj (data not shown). We, therefore, obtained confidence
intervals for model parameter estimates using a bootstrapping technique instead of relying on the standard error. We
generated 1000 bootstrap samples and calculated the bias
corrected bootstrapped confidence intervals or the BCα for
each of the fitted coefficients in the optimal model [17].

Statistical Modeling
2.7.3

2.7.1 All-System Average Models
To estimate the overall average demographic effects, we
applied linear regression to the subject’s all-system average historic and same-day mated similarity scores Φ̄ as
well as average transaction times Ψ̄. Specifically, for each
subject j using all N = 11 systems, s, we computed the
average mated similarity score Φ̄ to the historic gallery
Ps=N hist
1
as Φ̄j = N
s=1 Φj,s and to the same-day gallery as
P
s=N
Φ̄j = N1 s=1 Φsd
j,s . In constructing the linear model, we
considered eleven demographic covariates including three
categorical variables: gender, eyewear, and race. Race was
grouped as “White”, “Black”, and “Other” (see Section
2.2). We normalized the continuous variables age, height,
weight, and skin reflectance (see Section 2.5) prior to fitting
according to z = (x − µx )/σx and included their squared
transformations in the full model for each response variable
Θj ∈ {Φ̄j , Ψ̄j }. The inclusion of interaction terms, which
could lead to over-fitting, was not considered in this analysis.

Our model selection approach showed that some covariates
did not improve model fit sufficiently as judged using AIC
and are therefore excluded from the optimal model (Section 2.7.1). We used the non-parametric technique of crossvalidation to independently confirm the optimality of select
covariates included in our optimal model. We used tenfold cross-validation and compared the cross-validated R2
of the optimal model to a model where a covariate present
in the optimal model is replaced by an alternate covariate
not present in the optimal model. Since the exact fold compositions, and therefore the cross-validated R2 values are
dependent on a random seed, this procedure was executed
with 100 randomly drawn starting seeds to compute the
mean and 95% confidence intervals for the cross-validated
R2 values.
2.7.4

β8 weightj + β9 weight2j + β10 ref lectancej +

Mixture Models for Cross System Effects

The results from the average linear regression models explain the effects of demographics on all-system average
mated similarity scores and average transaction times. However, because all 363 subjects interacted with each of the
eleven Rally systems, we can examine if mated similarity
scores for images acquired on different systems had distinct
demographic covariate effects. To model these effects, we
applied linear mixture modeling with system s as the random effect. To start, we used all demographic covariates
retained in the optimal model from Equation 2 as fixed
effects. This approach allowed us to model our response
variable by estimating both the variance across all systems
(fixed effects: β0 and β T ) and the variance between different
systems (random effects: β0,s and β Ts ) according to Equation 3 where y is the set of m selected system-specific slope
covariates and β s are the corresponding parameters.

Θj = β0 + β1 genderj + β2 eyewearj + β3 racej +
β4 agej + β5 age2j + β6 heightj + β7 height2j +

Cross-Validation of Optimal Model Parameters

(1)

β11 ref lectance2j + j
We estimated model parameters β , using ordinary least
squares (OLS) fitting. We defined the optimal all-system
model as one that minimizes the Akaike Information Criteria, AIC = 2k − 2ln(L̂), where k represents the number
of estimated parameters in the model and L̂ represents
the maximum value of the model’s fitted likelihood. AIC
measures the goodness of fit of the model while discouraging over-fitting with a penalty for increasing the number
4
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yj = [y1,j , y2,j , ...ym,j ]

β s = [β1,s , β2,s , ...βm,s ]
T

Θj,s = β0 + β xj + β0,s +

β Ts yj

(3)

+ j + γs

Starting with only the fixed effects model, we added a
system-specific slope β0,s . If this reduced AIC, it signified
that there are statistical performance differences between
systems. Then, given the intercept model that includes β0,s ,
we used a forward model selection approach to identify
the mixed individual effects that continue to minimize AIC,
adding each demographic covariate (yj ) one at a time. A
reduction in AIC for a given demographic covariate signifies
the inclusion of a system-specific coefficient for this variable
improves model fitness and thus, there are notable performance differences between stations for this demographic
factor. We performed this procedure for the historic gallery
similarity scores. Since the goal of this analysis was to estimate the system-specific effects, we estimated all model parameters β , by maximizing the restricted likelihood (REML)
[18].

3
3.1

Fig. 5. Relationship between relative skin reflectance (Reflectance) and
self-reported race and gender. A. Race composition of each reflectance
quartile. B. The distribution of reflectance values for each race and
gender: (M) Male; (F) Female. C. Race composition of each skin color
cluster. D. Distribution of reflectance values for each race in each skin
color cluster. Note: Reflectance values for each race vary greatly across
color clusters.

R ESULTS
Self-reported Race and Skin Reflectance

In the test population, skin reflectance quartiles showed that
the proportion of subjects identifying as Black or AfricanAmerican is inversely associated with skin reflectance values (Fig. 5A). The test subject group was composed largely
of people identifying as Black or African-American (56%)
or as White (35%), and for all race categories in our
sample, skin reflectance for women was higher than for
men (Fig. 5B). Using a technique, known as the “gapstatistic” [19], we identified k = 3 as the optimal number
of clusters in the normalized (R, G, B) color space. Kmeans clustering identified the cluster boundaries, shown
as dashed lines in Fig. 4A. Cluster 1 was largely composed
of subjects identifying as White whereas both Clusters 2 and
3 were largely composed of those identifying as Black or
African American (Fig. 5C). Skin reflectance for each selfreported race varied by cluster (Fig. 5D).

Covariate
β̂0
β̂1
β̂2
β̂4
β̂7
β̂10

Intercept
Gender
Eyewear
Age
Height2
Reflectance

β̂0
β̂2
β̂6
β̂7
β̂8
β̂10

Intercept
Eyewear
Height
Height2
Weight
Reflectance

Estimate
BCα
Optimal Historic Model

Range

Net Effect

0.830
(0.817, 0.841)
0.034
(0.022, 0.048)
−0.025
(−0.039, −0.012)
0.007
(0.001, 0.013)
−0.006
(−0.011, 0.0002)
0.016
(0.009, 0.024)
Optimal Same-Day Model

NA
{0, 1}
{0, 1}
(−1.47, 3.09)
(0.0004, 7.43)
(−2.41, 2.39)

NA
0.034
0.025
0.032
0.041
0.075

NA
{0, 1}
(−2.33, 2.73)
(0.0004, 7.43)
(−2.61, 3.50)
(−2.41, 2.39)

NA
0.019
0.027
0.027
0.031
0.050

0.894
−0.019
0.005
−0.004
−0.005
0.010

(0.885, 0.900)
(−0.029, −0.009)
(0.0001, 0.011)
(−0.008, 0.001)
(−0.011, 0.001)
(0.006, 0.016)

TABLE 1
Parameter estimates for the optimal models, fitting all-system average
same-day and historic similarity scores as discussed in Section 2.7.1.
Parameters not included in the optimal model are not shown (see
Equation 1). 95% confidence intervals BCα are estimated using
bootstrap (Section 2.7.2.). Net effect of the covariate is estimated as
the product of β̂ and the magnitude of the observed range of values for
the covariate |max − min|. The units of similarity scores are arbitrary.

3.2 Demographic Effects on All-System Average Similarity Scores
We measured the effects of skin reflectance and other demographic factors on similarity scores using linear modeling
(Section 2.7.1). To identify the overall effect of subject
demographics on similarity scores, we computed an average
similarity score for each subject on all eleven tested systems. To examine longitudinal changes in appearance (e.g.
changes in attire, self styling, and ageing), we fit separate
models to average similarity scores obtained from matching images to the historic and to the same-day galleries.
Starting with a full model including all eleven demographic
covariates (Equation 1), we used an AIC-based model selection approach to find an optimal model including only
those demographic covariates that improved model fit while
minimizing the number of model parameters. Following
model selection, we computed the 95% bootstrapped, bias
corrected confidence intervals, (BCα ) for each parameter.

Plotting average mated similarity scores as a function of
skin reflectance, age bins, and gender (Fig. 6) showed that
scores tended to be lower for subjects with lower reflectance
values for both the historic and same-day galleries. For the
historic gallery, scores for male subjects were notably higher
than for female subjects. For the same-day gallery, however,
male and female subjects tended to have similar score
distributions. Further, scores for younger subjects tended
to be lower for the historic gallery. The linear fits depicted
in Fig. 6 do not include the effect of eyewear; those who
reported wearing some form of eyewear had lower scores
5
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3.3 Demographic Effects on All-System Average Transaction Times

for both same-day and historic galleries.
Table 1 shows the estimates, 95% confidence intervals
(BCα ), and the net effect of each coefficient (β ) in the optimal historic and same-day gallery model of mated similarity
scores. We estimated the net effect of a covariate as the
product of β̂ and the magnitude of the observed range
of values for the covariate |max − min|. By this metric,
reflectance was the covariate with the single greatest net
effect on mated similarity scores with an net effect equal to
roughly 10% of the intercept value of the historic similarity
scores and roughly 6% of the intercept of the same-day
similarity scores.

We also measured the effects of demographic factors on
the time it took subjects to complete biometric transactions,
and found large effects for subjects with eyewear and lower
(darker) skin reflectance. Transaction times were measured
at each station as the time interval between subjects crossing
the entry and exit beam breaks, which included all interactions with the biometric face capture system (Fig. 2). We
again used linear modeling (Section 2.7) to measure the
net effect of demographic covariates on all-system average
transaction times. Table 2 shows the estimated coefficients
along with their 95% confidence intervals (BCα ) and net
effect for each covariate in the optimal transaction time
model. Transaction times increased significantly for subjects who reported eyewear, those with lower (darker) skin
reflectance, and had a complex relationship with subject
height and age (both linear and quadratic factors included).
Again, skin reflectance was the factor with the greatest
net effect, this time on transaction time, with a net effect
of 20% on the intercept transaction time of 6.2 seconds.
These results indicate that demographic factors significantly
affected not only biometric matching effectiveness, but also
the efficiency of biometric acquisitions.

Consistent with visual impressions from Fig. 6, fitted
parameter estimates for the historic gallery model indicated
that average mated similarity scores decreased significantly
for younger subjects, those who identified as female, those
with lower (darker) skin reflectance and those who reported
eyewear. The effect of Height2 on mated similarity scores
was negative, suggesting deviations from average height
decreased the scores, but BCα for this factor overlapped 0 in
both the same-day and historic model. The effects of height,
eyewear, and skin reflectance also appeared in both models.
Notably, age and gender only appeared as covariates in
the historic model, indicating that these covariates did not
influence same-day similarity scores. Weight was present
in the same-day optimal model, but BCα for this factor
overlapped 0.

Covariate
β̂0
β̂0
β̂2
β̂4
β̂4
β̂7
β̂10

Intercept
Gender
Eyewear
Age
Age2
Height2
Reflectance

Estimate
(BCα )
Optimal Time Model
6.161
−0.238
0.317
0.250
0.134
0.116
−0.258

(5.933, 6.417)
(−0.473, 0.029)
(0.050, 0.557)
(0.114, 0.387)
(0.018, 0.270)
(0.021, 0.223)
(−0.384, −0.144)

Range

Net Effect

NA
{0, 1}
{0, 1}
(−1.47, 3.09)
(0.0001, 9.53)
(0.0004, 7.43)
(−2.41, 2.39)

NA
0.238
0.317
1.139
1.257
0.860
1.235

TABLE 2
Parameter estimates for optimal models, fitting all-system average
transaction times as discussed in Section 2.7.1. Parameters not
included in the optimal model are not shown (see Equation 1). 95%
confidence intervals BCα are estimated using bootstrap (Section
2.7.2.). Net effect of the covariate is estimated as the product of β̂ and
the magnitude of the observed range of values for the covariate
|max − min|. The unit of transaction time is seconds.

3.4 Relative Skin Reflectance is a Better Performance
Predictor
The optimal models for average historic and same-day
similarity scores as well as average transaction times presented in Tables 1 and 2 all retained skin reflectance, but
not race as an explanatory variable. This suggested that
our new phenotypic metric of relative skin reflectance is
a better predictor of similarity score and transaction time
than demographic race categories. To confirm this finding,
we compared cross-validated R2 for optimal models that
include reflectance and non-optimal models replacing skin
reflectance with race (Section 2.7.3). For each outcome variable, the AIC values were higher for models replacing skin
reflectance with race. This is expected given our model
selection approach (Section 2.7.1). Notably, however, crossvalidated R2 values were also marginally, but consistently
lower for all three models replacing skin reflectance with
race, providing strong evidence that skin reflectance scores
perform better than self-reported race labels at predicting

Fig. 6. Average mated similarity scores (Average Scores) variation with
relative skin reflectance (Reflectance) and gender faceted by gallery
and age. Points show average mated similarity scores for female and
male subjects. Lighter points show average mated similarity scores
for individual subjects. Darker points denote grand average of scores
across subjects binned by reflectance quartile. Lines indicate optimal
age and gender model fits, fixing other factors constant at the average
value of the subject population in each facet. Box plots within each facet
show marginal distributions of similarity scores by gender.
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mated similarity scores and transaction times. These results
are shown in Table 3.
R2

Model
Reflectance
Race

0.1676
0.1605

Reflectance
Race

0.1004
0.0969

Reflectance
Race

0.1341
0.1149

R2 CI
Historic
(0.1674, 0.1678)
(0.1603, 0.1607)
Same Day
(0.1002, 0.1006)
(0.0967, 0.0971)
Time
(0.1339, 0.1343)
(0.1147, 0.1151)

AIC
−923.0524
−919.8711
−1182.4279
−1181.3800
1113.2365
1122.2368

TABLE 3
R2 and AIC model fitness estimates for the optimal models described
in Tables 1 and 2 (“Reflectance” models). The “Race” models shows
the R2 and AIC values when relative skin reflectance is removed from
the optimal model and replaced with race.

3.5

Demographic Effects Across Systems

We found that average similarity scores as well as the net
effect of demographic covariates on historic similarity scores
could vary between systems (Fig. 7A). To compare demographic effects across systems, we modeled the mated similarity scores of probes to historic gallery images across all
tested systems using mixed effects models (Section 2.7.4). To
identify those demographic covariates that varied between
systems, we performed model selection using AIC, starting
with the baseline optimal model selected for explaining allsystem average similarity scores. Table 4 shows the AIC values for the optimal regression model (Optimal), developed
based on average mated similarity scores and discussed
in Section 3.2. Table 4 also shows several mixed effects
models, namely the random intercept model (Optimal +
β̂0,s ) and models with random slopes included (Optimal
+ β̂0,s + βn,s covariatej + γs )). From Table 4, we can see
AIC was reduced (i.e. the model was improved) with the
addition of the random intercept β̂0,s , indicating that there
were performance differences between systems. AIC was
further reduced only with the addition of a random slope
parameter on reflectance β̂10,s , indicating that reflectance,
but not other covariates, had different effects on the performance of different systems.
Historic Model
Optimal
Optimal + β̂0,s + γs
Optimal + β̂0,s + β1,s genderj + γs
Optimal + β̂0,s + β2,s eyewearj + γs
Optimal + β̂0,s + β4,s agej + γs
Optimal + β̂0,s + β7,s height2j + γs
Optimal + β̂0,s + β10,s ref lectancej + γs

Fig. 7. The net effect of relative skin reflectance (Reflectance) is greater
for systems with lower historic mated similarity scores. A. Mated similarity scores faceted by acquisition system. In each facet, colored points
plot average scores across subjects binned by reflectance quartile.
Facets are arranged based on the average similarity score produced
by the acquisition system. Note variation in average scores across
acquisition systems, consistently lower scores for women (see color
key in panel C), and variation of scores with reflectance. B. Linear
modeling estimates of the reflectance net effect on mated similarity
scores (β10 + β10,s ) ∗ ∆Ref lectance (where ∆Ref lectance is the span
of observed reflectance values) plotted as a function of system-specific
intercept (β0 + β0,s ). Note decreasing net effect of reflectance with
increasing level of performance (intercept). Points marked in red correspond to stations with the highest and lowest intercepts detailed in B. C.
Distribution of mated similarity scores for systems marked red in B. Light
points denote individual subject mated similarity scores. Dark colored
points denote average scores across subjects binned by reflectance
quartile. Lines indicate optimal age and gender model fits, fixing other
factors constant at the average value of the subject population in each
facet. Note higher net effect of reflectance on mated similarity scores for
System 07 as well as lower overall mated similarity scores

with reflectance, minimized the AIC. The coefficients of this
optimal model are shown in Table 5. We note the fixed effect
coefficients of the selected mixed effect model are approximately equal to the fixed effect coefficients of the selected
average model (compare Tables 5 and 1). This demonstrates
a consistency in modeling and that the average model in
Table 1 is not unduly affected by system-specific outliers.
In the selected model, the difference in overall performance is captured by the system-specific intercept β̂0,s and
system-specific variation from reflectance is captured by the
reflectance slope β10,s . Plotting the net effect of systemspecific reflectance ((β10 + β10,s ) ∗ ∆Ref lectance , where
∆Ref lectance is the span of observed reflectance values) on
mated similarity scores versus the system-specifc intercept
of each system showed that systems with lower overall
levels of performance also showed a greater net effect of
reflectance on mated similarity scores (Fig. 7B). In other
words, better overall quality acquisition systems can maintain high performance across the full range of skin reflectance values. Systems 3 and 7 show the largest difference

AIC
-6219.808
-7069.695
-7065.695
-7065.723
-7069.181
-7067.857
-7074.124

TABLE 4
AIC values for fixed and mixed effects models fitted to historic mated
similarity scores. The optimal historic model is as in Table 1. β̂0,s is the
random system intercept and βn, s are the random system slopes for
each named covariate as indicated.

The mixed effect modeling approach shows that a model
which includes 1) the original fixed effects, 2) the systemspecific intercept, and 3) a system-specific slope associated
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Covariate
βˆ0
βˆ0
βˆ1
βˆ2
βˆ4
βˆ10
β̂0,s
β̂10,s

Intercept
Height2
Gender
Eyewear
Age
Reflectance
System Intercept
System Reflectance

Estimate

CI

Range

0.833
−0.006
0.034
−0.023
0.007
0.014
*
*

(0.806, 0.860)
(−0.008, −0.003)
(0.028, 0.039)
(−0.029, −0.017)
(0.005, 0.010)
(0.011, 0.018)
*
*

NA
(0.0004, 7.43)
{0, 1}
{0, 1}
(−1.47, 3.09)
(−2.41, 2.39)
(0.71, 0.88)
(0.01, 0.03)
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TABLE 5
Parameter estimates and confidence intervals of the mixed-effects
model fitted to mated similarity scores across systems. β̂1,s represents
the random intercept parameter and β̂2,s represents the random slope
parameter, which vary by system s. Mixed effects parameter estimates
and associated 95% confidence intervals (marked with *) are plotted in
Fig. 7

between system-specific intercepts, with a 0.16 difference
in mated similarity scores. This value is comparable to the
largest net effect of reflectance – a difference of 0.12 in mated
similarity score between the highest and lowest reflectance
observed on System 7. These differences are illustrated in
Fig. 7C which allows visual inspection of the net effect
of reflectance and acquisition system on mated similarity
scores.

4

D ISCUSSION

Our analyses show that demographic factors influenced
both the speed and accuracy of all eleven commercial biometric systems evaluated. For example, modeling showed
that mated similarity scores were higher for men versus
women, for older versus younger people, for those without eyewear, and those with relatively lighter skin. Of the
different demographic covariates examined, our calculated
measure of skin reflectance had the greatest net effect on
average biometric performance (Tables 1 and 2). For mated
similarity scores, the fixed effects of gender, eyewear, and
age were constant across the tested systems while the
magnitude of the random effect of skin reflectance varied
between systems in a manner inversely correlated with
overall system accuracy (Fig. 7).
The inverse relationship between the net effect of skin
reflectance observed for a system and that system’s overall performance (Fig. 7B) has important implications. Our
data shows that systems with better overall performance
had improved performance most for individuals with lower
skin reflectance. Thus, a woman with darker skin using
a superior system was more likely to match her mated
gallery images than a man with lighter skin using an inferior
system. It did not have to be this way. Performance for
superior systems could have improved only for subjects
with lighter skin while performance for those with darker
skin stayed the same, or even decreased. Fortunately, this
was not the outcome for the sample of commercial biometric
syste ms we tested.
Another consequence of these results is that deploying
a superior biometric acquisition system may significantly
reduce or eliminate performance differences between some
demographic groups. Indeed, in our data set, image quality
varied between acquisition systems. As an example of this,
Fig. 8 shows same-day enrollment images and face images

Fig. 8. Example imagery from enrollment, System 03, and System 07.
Subjects shown are (in order from top), self-identified as White with
highest skin reflectance, self-identified as Black or African-American
with highest skin reflectance, self-identified as White with lowest skin
reflectance, and self-identified as Black or African-American with lowest
skin reflectance.

acquired by the two systems detailed in Fig. 7C for select
subjects. This figure illustrates the strong variation in skin
tone observed for individuals within each self-identified
race group. As expected from Fig. 5B the two highest reflectance subjects in each self-reported race group are female
and the two lowest reflectance subjects in each race group
are male. Notably, face images acquired by System 07 show
a stronger variation in pose, stronger motion blur, and lower
contrast relative to System 03. This suggests that System 03
included a superior camera and stricter pose control. No
company participating in the rally knew which algorithm
we would use to evaluate their performance, precluding
the possibility that any system was specifically tuned to the
matching algorithm. While we do not attempt to establish a
causal relationship, our data shows that acquisition system
differences can strongly affect (magnify or eliminate) measured differences in algorithm accuracy across demographic
categories.
8
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suggests that faces of older people in our sample may
be more stable in their appearance over time relative to
younger people. On the other hand, faces of women in our
sample are more variable over time relative to men, possibly
due to differences in hair-styling and makeup. That skin
reflectance was preserved as a covariate in optimal models
of same-day scores argues that this effect, as expected, is a
fixed trait of the subject and varies little over time.
In our study as well as in [7], mated similarity scores
were lower for those identifying as Black or AfricanAmerican. Mated similarity scores for Black or AfricanAmerican subjects have previously been reported as higher
than for White subjects [9] [10]. Such differences may arise
due to differences in biometric algorithm, differences in race
labels (our race labels were self-reported), differences in the
quality of images, or in the traits of individuals included
the datasets. In our sample, subjects identifying as Black
or African-American varied significantly in skin reflectance,
and reflectance within each race further varied by gender
(Fig. 5). Given our demonstrated effect of skin reflectance on
biometric performance, we suggest that differences in skin
reflectance should be considered when comparing biometric
performance for race labeled datasets [9].
Our work comes with important caveats which we hope
can be addressed with further experimentation and analysis.
First, while we examined similarity scores for images acquired on eleven systems, we used only a single commercial
matching algorithm. Since demographic effects can vary
significantly between algorithms [8] it will be important
to consider how the choice of matching algorithm affects
biometric system performance across diverse demographics.
Second, we examined only mated similarity scores and our
modeling only accounted for a fraction (< 20%) of the total
score variance. Operational biometric system performance
will depend on thresholds set relative to both the mated
and non-mated score distributions. Future work will need
to clarify how true accept rates and false accept rates are
affected by skin reflectance and other demographic variables. Future work will also need to evaluate these effects
across different commercial matching algorithms. Finally,
future work should compare our measure of relative skin reflectance, derived from photos, against both common survey
instruments such as the Fitzpatrick scale [12] and objective
instruments [21].
As biometrics continue to be integrated into everyday
processes, it is important to understand the underlying
cause of any observed demographic effects. This allows
system designers, algorithm researchers, and operational
users to precisely pinpoint how to make the technology
equitable to all demographic groups.

Though emphasized less in this paper, user demographics also had strong effects on transaction times (Table 2)
and, in addition to effects of reflectance, gender and age,
biometric performance also varied with volunteer height
and weight. For high-throughput biometric systems, small
changes in transaction times can lead to large changes in
system throughput (e.g. reducing a five second transaction
time by one second increases throughput by 25%). Effects of
height and weightd on transaction times can be expected for
the tested systems since some systems adjusted camera position to each volunteer. Volunteer anthropometry may alter
the speed with which systems adjusted to each volunteer
and the speed with which the volunteers used the systems.
It is possible that cameras took longer to find and focus
on darker faces, explaining the longer transaction times
observed for darker volunteers. Differences in face angle
associated with volunteer height may explain the effect
of this covariate on similarity scores. Taken together, our
findings indicate that the acquisition system, independent
of the matching algorithm, contributes to total biometric
system performance across different demographic groups.
Notional arguments for why phenotypes may be superior to race category labels were laid out in [12]. In our
data modeling, the skin reflectance phenotype was indeed
a better predictor of performance than demographic race
categories for all three independent measures of biometric
performance investigated in this study, namely, historic
similarity scores, same-day similarity scores, and transaction times (Section 2.7.3). Despite the fact that race and
skin reflectance are highly correlated in our population,
reflectance values could vary widely even within a single
race category label (Fig. 5), indicating that reflectance carries
distinct information. Importantly, skin reflectance can easily
be calculated through our automated procedure; whereas
race must be obtained manually via self-report or expert
analysis, which may be subjective.
Our measure of reflectance is an estimate of the physical
properties of skin and is not a measure of the intensity
of skin pixels in the acquired probe images. Recent work
found no effect of skin pixel intensity on gender classification accuracy [20] suggesting that other factors underlie
differences in classification performance. However, face skin
pixel intensity alone does not reflect the interaction between
the incident light, the skin tissue, and finally the camera
sensor, which can result not only on changes in face pixel
intensity, but on changes in the discriminative information
contained in the face image (e.g. spatial frequency content or
under-saturation). Nonetheless, the space of possible facial
phenotypes related to categories like race or nationality
likely has many relevant dimensions rooted in population
genetics. A more complete description of biometric performance will likely include additional phenotypes and would
benefit from tethering to our understanding of the role of
genes and environment in shaping these face phenotypes.
Two images of the same person taken on different occasions will differ systematically with the passage of time
due to face aging [9] [10]. Here we compared demographic
effects on mated scores for images taken on the same-day
versus on different days (1 month to 4 years). We found
that gender and age covariates were notably excluded from
optimal models of same-day similarity scores. This finding
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